We found the Article by Maigeng Zhou and colleagues[@bib1] intriguing. However, we have some concerns. Our major concern arises from mixing data from mainland China and Taiwan. These two regions have distinct health-care and social welfare systems; they also have different time trends of how socioeconomic conditions evolved during the past half century. Therefore, mixing the data from these two regions might lead to biased estimates, especially for the health outcomes shaped by health policies (eg, vaccination programmes as a prevention strategy).

Among all health issues, mental health is a particularly heterogeneous area between Taiwan and China. For example, the increasing suicide rate in Taiwan peaked in 2005,[@bib2] whereas the suicide rate started to decline in China as early as 1990. Furthermore, the demographic risk factors associated with some mental health issues have been found to differ substantially between China and most developed countries, such as Taiwan. For example, the male-to-female ratio of alcoholism was 33:1 in China,[@bib3] whereas the corresponding ratio was 8:5 in Taiwan.[@bib4] Sex and alcoholism could jointly influence the susceptibility to several health outcomes, and therefore the difference in the sex ratio for alcoholism might lead to different disease burden estimates. Mixing such data from these two regions might therefore cause misinterpretations in associations between risk factors and outcomes due to ecological fallacy. This error might also complicate the assessment of an emerging disease, such as COVID-19. We believe that these concerns are worthy of being addressed.
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